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Foreword 

I have always been interested in the human body, learning about how the             

body works has been a fascinating subject to me, ever since I was a child. It was                 

only recently during my second year of my sculpture degree that I became interested              

in the body as subject matter for my artwork. Art, especially my art, I feel should be                 

accessible to all audiences. I feel that using the human form as a subject matter is                

universal to everyone as we all have a body. I feel that this allows an artwork to                 

immediately form a connection with the viewer to draw their attention, before the             

viewer even has time to analyse what the artwork is trying to convey. Playing with               

distortion when it comes to the human form, I find to be a very exciting way to                 

explore the human body. It allows people to view the body in a way that is familiar                 

while also unknown to them, holding their attention further than if it was just an exact                

replica of the human form. I am very interested in works by artists that experiment               

with life casting, the use of multiples, the human form out of context (combined with               

objects), and authentic parts of the human body to create artworks in particular as              

they inspire my own practice, but for the purpose of this essay I am focusing on                

anatomy of the body and how it is distorted through a variety of techniques.  
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Introduction 

“Nothing can elicit an emotional response, from Joy to complete disgust more            
than the human body. And today, artists armed with that emotion are grasping             
anatomy from the medical world and are reinvigorating it through art in the             
most imaginative ways” (Ruiz, 2015). 

 

During the course of this dissertation, an exploration of sculptures that use the             

mutated human anatomy as their key subject matter will be explored. The            

dissertation will open with a discussion behind the psychological understanding of           

why humans are attracted to things that encourage a sense of unease. This will be               

followed by a more in-depth discussion on how artists use the distortion and             

deformation of the human form to capture the attention of the viewer while arousing              

their curiosity. Starting with an exploration into the role of the artist in educating the               

public about anatomy and a brief investigation into artworks that present a feeling of              

the sublime by using the human form. This will be followed by discussion on artworks               

that use the inner human anatomy and shock factor to gain the attraction of              

audiences to explore challenging topics, such as political themes. This will be            

followed by an investigation into the use of scale and hyperrealism to present the              

body in a familiar yet unsettling ways. The theories of Edmund Burke, Aristotle, Carl              

Jung and Sigmund Freud will be explored to support these ideas. The works of Cao               

Hui, Jessica Harrison, Alessandro Boezio, Bogdan Rata, Noah Scalin, Jason Ferry,           

Ron Mueck, Gerardo Feldstein, amongst others, will be used to illustrate these            

themes.  

This dissertation will draw on primary research to assess what is considered            

to be the most fascinating and most repulsive aspects of the human body and its               
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functions. The purpose of the primary research will be to investigate what is             

considered to be socially unacceptable regarding the human body and its processes.            

This will be done via a questionnaire, using Google Forms. The sample groups’ data              

will be both quantitative (using a Likert scale) and qualitative (using participants’            

responses). A second questionnaire, using simple quantitative data, distributed via          

Google Forms, will record statistics investigating certain bodily functions and          

people’s enjoyment towards certain acts, that involve the human body, for example;            

nail biting. An interview with the artist Natalie Ramus, via email, will attempt to              

support the findings from the questionnaires. Ramus discusses the social taboos           

people face and the lack of acceptance in regards to exploring the body in the same                

way a child would. Her ideas are contrasted by those of Edmund Burke and Michael               

Stevens.  
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Chapter 1  

There are certain types of people that take pleasure from certain morbid            

processes and acts inflicted onto the human body. Those with certain fixations such             

as sadomasochism for example; where one derives pleasure from pain, suffering or            

humiliation (Burton, 2014). However, for the purpose of this dissertation, an           

investigation into the general public will be discussed. Morbid curiosity can be            

defined as the investigation and interest towards a certain topic, object or event that              

is usually associated with death, gore or something that is considered to be             

disturbing and unsettling (ReversoDictionary.com, 2017). One theory behind why         

humans investigate the morbid, is by theorist Edmund Burke. Burke believed that the             

reasoning behind this curiosity of the morbid is due to pure instinct, a survival tactic.               

It can be considered as an investigation into something that people may not             

necessarily even want to know the answer to, however there is a certain urge that               

forces the viewer to examine regardless of their reluctance to look, so that they can               

determine how to avoid it affecting them; thus furthering their knowledge on how to              

continue surviving Burke cited in (Wilson, 63 : 2013). “We're compelled by horrible             

things, this argument goes, because it pays to scrutinise dangers that could threaten             

one's survival” (Burkeman, 2012). When there is something unsettling that people           

know they should not look at, there is a complex motivating feeling that makes the               

viewer look, regardless, to settle their curiosity; even though they may be telling             

themselves over and over not to look. Thorpe (Date Unknown) supports this theory             

and terms this feeling as ‘drive’. “’Drive’ has been defined by Thorpe as the complex               

of internal and external states and stimuli leading to a given behaviour, which is              

always of survival value” (cited in Vernon, 1969 : 10).  
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However, Michael Stevens, the creator of Vsauce, argues that the          

investigation of the morbid is just an aspect of curiosity in general. People are              

curious about things that are unfamiliar to them, whether they appear to be pleasant              

or unpleasant. To some, knowledge can be preferable to ignorance, even if the             

information is unpleasant (Vsauce, 2014). For others, although there may still be an             

urge to investigate something unpleasant, they may feel inhibited by the challenges            

they may face to receive that information. "There's this tension between the desire to              

know, and what it takes to get that knowledge," said David Jones, a historian of               

science at Harvard Medical School” (Miller, 2014). It could be argued that this             

unsettling tension is present when observing certain artworks, such as those that            

focus on modified anatomy. As humans we all share a common interest in our              

anatomy, this characteristic may inform the viewer of how the body should be             

represented. If an artwork presents an unfamiliar or modified aspect of the human             

form, the viewer’s attention may be captured and lead to further investigation, even if              

it might appear to be disturbing.  

Figure 2: Metope of The Battle of the Lapiths and Centaurs, The Parthenon Sculptures (447BC - 

438BC).  
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Artists throughout history have distorted and deconstructed the human form          

for different reasons. In Figure 2, The Parthenon Sculptures (447BC - 438BC), there             

are many deconstructed human bodies, usually combined with half of an animal to             

convey strength and power. During the renaissance, art works such as Sandro            

Botticelli’s Birth of Venus (1485) and Michelangelo’s David (1504) used scale to            

distort the human form to convey a sense of perfection that was almost godly.              

Expressionists such as Francis Bacon and Leon Kossoff distort the human form,            

mainly to express a feeling as opposed to perfecting their technique or style.             

"Distortion becomes the normal condition of human existence; the proper study, the            

formative principle, of art and literature" (Solomon, 1974 : 400). Artists are continuing             

to reimagine the human form to this day, this suggests that people enjoy viewing the               

unfamiliar, even when it is disturbing. Is this because it allows the public to learn               

about human anatomy in a new and exciting way or is it for entertainment purposes?  

Another theory why humans may look at unsettling artworks, is simply due to             

the terrifying excitement that comes alongside the feeling of unease. There is a             

certain element of danger while also in the comfort of being safe. This feeling can be                

referred to as the sublime. This feeling can sometimes be very intense as the              

element of danger can trigger the inner fight or flight response mechanism in the              

body; regardless of the fact that there might not be any real harm to the viewer.                

When the body triggers the fight or flight response, the body releases adrenaline,             

noradrenaline and cortisol among other chemicals, into the bloodstream (Layton,          

2017). The release of these chemicals are often common with other “high arousal             

states”, for example when we are laughing (Bailey, 2016). This suggests that this             
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could be the reason why people experience enjoyment from being scared or            

unsettled. If the viewer is observing something that can be seen as a potential threat               

but will not actually physically harm them, for example, watching an artist perform,             

notably Franko B’s Oh Lover Boy (2001 & 2005) where the artist presented himself              

laying down on a tilted sheet of canvas, and bleeding from his arms in front of an                 

audience or Sterlac’s Ear on Arm Suspension (2012) where hooks were punctured            

into the skin of his back legs and arms and he was elevated and spun around a                 

room. These works present the viewer with a sense of danger, and the fight or flight                

response in the body can be triggered within the viewer, regardless of the fact that               

there might not be any danger them, however, as the viewer is observing a danger to                

the artist, although not affecting them, the visual information is still being processed             

in the brain as a threat so the brain tries to act on it. ‘...according to Thomas                 

Straube’s 2009 study of neural reactions to scary movies, the brain tends to function              

similarly when we’re watching those situations to how it does when we’re actually             

experiencing them” (Bailey, 2016). Due to the knowledge that the viewer remains            

free from any harm, the viewer can feel somewhat relaxed in the knowledge that              

they are safe, while also feeling thrilled with a desire to continue observing what is               

unsettling them. This is most common with watching horror films, however, there are             

many artists attracting the attention of audiences to their artworks by creating the             

same sense of danger in their works, by presenting works that are shocking,             

disturbing or terrifying. Dr. Gunther Von Hagens is one such artist, combining art with              

science to educate the public about human anatomy.  
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Figure 3: Dr Gunther Von Hagens, Image from Body Worlds exhibition series (1995). 

 

The Body Worlds exhibition series are collections of human cadavers, that           

have undergone the plastination process, developed by Dr. Gunther von Hagens.           

The aim of the exhibitions is to inspire and educate lay audiences to take better care                

of their bodies, by showing the effects of healthy and unhealthy lifestyles. Von             

Hagens positions the cadavers in everyday scenarios to allow the viewer to relate to              

cadavers on a personal level, as opposed to just an educational tool. According to              

independent visitor surveys, taken at several of the exhibitions, “87% of the visitors             

stated that they knew more about the human body after their tour” (Bodyworlds.com,             

2017). The exhibitions have been on display since 1995 and have attracted more             

than 44 million visitors across 115 cities all over the world (Bodyworlds.com, 2017).             

Suggesting that people are interested in learning about anatomy through art. Some            
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argue that the body worlds exhibitions are for science education, to learn about             

human anatomy with real cadavers, as opposed to artworks (Henning, 2000).           

However, von Hagens argues that the time spent on each cadaver, to make them              

remain as lifelike as possible after the plastination process, makes it an artwork. 

 

“”When it comes to masterpieces of anatomy, I realise that each           
specimen endures my life for hundreds years to come, so I have to give my               
signature to it. I could work for 200 hours on it, or a single hour. So what I’m                  
doing now, is more lifelike, more colourful, more detailed. So plastination           
becomes a kind of anatomy art, unveiling the beauty beneath the skin frozen             
in time, between death and decay” (von Hagens (2008) cited in Turner,            
2014).  

 
 

Heather Henrichs suggests that learning about anatomy from a real cadaver can            

have a profound impact on those studying it (Henrichs, 2015). In contrast to the              

works by von Hagens, wax sculptures of cadavers have also made an impact on the               

viewer. Wax sculptures were used to replicate the human body, so that people could              

learn about anatomy through lifelike and lifesize objects that looked almost like real             

cadavers, but would not decay and decompose. Through the use of the flesh like              

quality wax possesses, as well as the use of colour, artists could sculpt a              

representation of the human body that could be made to appear as accurate as a               

possible. The knowledge that these wax sculptures were then not in fact real             

cadavers, allowed for a barrier so that the viewer did not become emotionally             

invested in body they were studying. The viewer might perhaps, at first, think the              

sculptures were real. 

"Still, the viewer can experience the uncanny moment of cognitive uncertainty            
when the sense of vision aligns with the intellectual apprehension of the object, the              
"waxwork moment" defined by Kornmeier as "the time it takes the spectator to             
decide that a convincing human shape is, in fact, an artifact and not the 'real               
thing'.""(Panzanelli  2008 : 2) 
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However, after further analysis of the sculpture, and safe in the knowledge            

that the cadaver is an imitation, the viewer is then able to be inquisitive about the                

anatomy, in a way that they are free from feeling emotionally attached to the cadaver               

that they are learning from. 
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Chapter 2 

Figure 4: Jan Steven van Calcar, De Humani Corporis Fabrica (1543)  

 

Artists have been trying to educate the public about anatomy, as far back as              

the renaissance. Most commonly presented in ways that depicted the inner anatomy            

on a body appearing to be still alive or dead, an example of this, is an illustration by                  

Jan Steven van Calcar, De Humani Corporis Fabrica (1543) (Fig. 4). Van Calcar             

presents the human body as a living being, whilst revealing the inner anatomy in a               

bizarre way that reflects the crumbling ruins of the building it leans against. This              

illustration educates the viewer about certain aspects of the body, except there is a              

certain level of inaccuracy, as seen in the shoulders and neck. There have been              

many other artists throughout history who use anatomy as their subject matter. Most             
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notably, for his level of accuracy in his detailed drawings is, artist Leonardo da Vinci.               

Da Vinci was very interested in human anatomy, and to this day, his anatomical              

drawings are still highly appreciated for educational purposes, as well as their artistic             

merit.  

“They are the finest illustrations of particular anatomical structures to this           
day,” says the exhibition’s curator Martin Clayton, who plans to show           
Leonardo’s drawings alongside modern medical technology including CT and         
MRI scans in order to demonstrate their far-sighted brilliance” (Sooke, 2013). 

 
Da Vinci claimed that during his lifetime he had cut up and dissected more than 30                

corpses. His intrigue in the human body allowed him to produce 240 individual             

drawings, alongside his 13,000 words of notes on anatomy (Sooke, 2014). Although            

these drawings were drawn in 1510, medical students still find these drawings more             

exciting than medical textbooks, heart surgeon Francis Wells commented on his first            

experience of da Vinci’s illustrations:  

“I remember thinking that they were far better than anything we had in modern              
textbooks of anatomy,” he says. “They were beautiful, accurate, absorbing –           
and there was a liveliness to them that you just don’t find in modern              
anatomical drawings” (Cited in Sooke, 2014). 

 
 

Perhaps it was da Vinci’s intense intrigue of human anatomy, and his physical             

familiarity with the human body through his dissections, is what made his drawings             

so realistic and engaging. Da Vinci managed to capture the intricate details of the              

inner anatomy through countless hours of sketching, and multiple drawings of the            

same body part as seen in (Fig 5).  
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Figure 5 : Leonardo da Vinci, Anatomical sketches, (c.1482). 

 

The role of the artist in learning about anatomy is crucial, medical textbooks             

would not be the same if they did not have imagery alongside to help people to learn,                 

as different people learn through different methods, such as those who fall into             

different categories of the VARK learning styles. (VARK, 2017) However, while da            

Vinci’s drawings are very intricate, they are not the average illustration seen within             

medical textbooks. Today, the general public may only learn about anatomy from            

anatomical illustrations, that depicts anatomy in a way that presents the body as             

neither dead or alive, in a clinical and clear way and may not be very accessible to a                  

lay audience, as they are often accompanied by technical terms that may only be              

insightful to a medical professional.  

“These medical illustrations are what makes studying anatomy so intriguing.          

In looking at them, we’re actually viewing a manual of our very selves. But what               
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happens when we’re done studying?” (Ruiz, 2015). These illustrations, although may           

be very beautifully drawn, are usually very formal and mainly aimed at medical             

education. However, artists today are combining their talents with science to help            

educate the public about anatomy in more accessible ways. Many artists are using             

anatomy as a focus for their work, such as Fernando Vicente, Anne Mondro and              

Sonja Baumel, amongst others, allowing the public to learn about their bodies in             

imaginative and exciting ways.  

‘These beautiful illustrations are then shut back into the pages of the            
medical textbook, or an app, referenced only when needed. And for the            
public, medical illustrations may only be encountered passively on the walls of            
a doctor's office. [...] Artists are breaking anatomy out of the confines of the              
medical world, and are thrusting it into the public space’ (Ruiz, 2015).  

 
Medical illustrations are often created in such a way that they do not resemble              

a work of art, they are void of artistic expression and the maker’s mark. When               

viewing the imagery, the viewer may not think about the artist, or, consider the              

imagery as a work of art. This type of illustration depicts a factual representation of               

anatomy, solely for educational purposes. This is not to say that this is an incorrect               

way to educate people about the human body, as there needs to be a way to                

educate people in a comprehensible way; nevertheless, these types of illustrations           

may sometimes be seen as uninteresting to the general public in comparison to             

other artistic representations. 
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Figure 6: Lubos Plny, Untitled (1961)  

 

Artist Lubos Plny (Fig. 6) works with this classic way of anatomical illustration             

to create intricate, mixed-media collages of the body. Using detailed anatomical           

illustrations, together with his own overlaid drawings of the human body, Plny’s            

works appear akin to a map of the body. Plny’s works often contain materials direct               

from the human body, such as hair and blood. Many of his works pay great attention                

to detail, occasionally omitting certain elements, yet every Plny piece focuses on the             

head and genitals. Many of his illustrations do not include the thyroid gland which              

suggests that these works could be self-portraits as Plny has undergone surgery to             

have his thyroid removed (OUTSIDER ART NOW, Date Unknown). In comparison to            

da Vinci’s work, Plny’s work is much more abstract and encourages the viewer to get               

closer the piece, to identify different aspects of the body within the many layers of               

imagery. In comparison, da Vinci’s work offers a clear and concise view of what              

anatomy looks like underneath the skin; suited to educational purposes such a guide             

for medical professionals. Whereas, Plny’s work, although may be considered          

educational and offers an insight into what the human body looks like underneath the              

skin; it may also be somewhat confusing to the viewer, if they have little knowledge               
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regarding anatomy. There is an aspect of Plny’s work that is educational, his work              

can still be viewed as an artwork, so it can offer more than just an educational tool.                 

There is a lot of intricate detail within his work, which could be argued is what draws                 

the viewer in.  
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Chapter 3 

 

Figure 7: Jason Freeny, Barbie Anatomical Model (2012). 

 

The are many contemporary artists attempting to capture people’s attention          

and to educate them about the human anatomy; in both exciting yet disturbing ways.              

Artists Jason Freeny, Noah Scalin and Cao Hui for example have both presented the              

inner human anatomy in very different ways. Freeny often uses pop culture            

characters to present human anatomy. His pieces are usually of a well recognised             

pop culture icons. Freeny prefers to work on characters that are stand alone, with no               

specific story (Clutterbuck, 2016), such as Lego characters or Barbie (Fig 7). His             

sculptures are dissected in half, to reveal the inner anatomy of that specific             

character. His work has attracted people from different audiences to learn about the             
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body. “Freeny blurs the lines between toy design, art, science and teaching” (Freeny,             

2017). Using pop culture icons has allowed Freeny to have access to an audience              

that will immediately have an interest in his work. The characters are instantly             

recognisable and already have a fan base. Although the sculptures are not            

anatomically correct, this does not affect their educational value, as the characters            

that Freeny chooses to work on are fictional, which allows freedom to decide what              

becomes fictional anatomy. He allows the character to dictate how the anatomy will             

look by what Freeny calls “...reverse forensics, where I, you know, you have to let               

the form, the shape of the character, dictate the shape of the skeleton and the shape                

of the organs” (Tested, 2013). Freeny’s sculptures allows viewers to see an aspect             

of their beloved characters that they have never seen before. He explains that, as              

children, people become aware of their anatomy and become fascinated by it; but it              

appears that people lose this fascination as they get older. Potentially, this could be              

due to human anatomy, often presented in the same way in most illustrations. Artists              

such as Freeny are allowing adults to regain their fascination for the human body.              

Freeny explains: “As adults we are rediscovering this experience we had as a child              

by revisiting familiar characters this way, it’s exciting” (cited in Clutterbuck, H. 2016).  
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Figure 8 : Noah Scalin, Anatomy of War (2015). 

 

Noah Scalin however has used anatomy in a different context. Using polymer            

clay and acrylic paint to present the human body. In Anatomy of War (2015) (fig.8),               

Scalin presents human anatomy inside a gun; although this work may also attract the              

fascination of viewers to become excited about anatomy. The way in which this work              

is presented, introduces a powerful message about the implications of war.           

(Cassandra (2016) states, of Scalin’s work, that it is “clinically dissected, revealing a             

remarkably human set of internal organs,” though “with a conspicuously absent           

brain.” With these alterations, Scalin says, “The objects become as fragile as the             

lives that they can potentially take” (Cassandra (2016). Instead of the usual solid,             

cold metal parts and bullets, the gun reveals instead fleshy organs. This allows the              

viewer to think about the implications of gun use. The absence of the brain suggests               

that those who use guns are not thinking about the impact it can have on someone                
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else’s life. “Scalin states: “too often the discussion around guns in america gets             

wrapped up in emotional terms around the 2nd amendment. The idea behind the             

anatomy of war series is to bring the discussion back to the individual human level”               

(cited in Azzarello, 2016).  

 

 

Figure 9: Cao Hui, Visual Temperature (2009) 

Similar to Scalin’s work, Cao Hui’s work has an element of political themes             

behind them. The seat in Visual Temperature (2009) (fig. 9) is a part of a series. The                 

artwork reveals human innards pouring out of the armchair, that has been made to              

appear like human flesh. The chair appears to be bursting at the seams, revealing              

fatty tissue that resembles that of a human. The piece is considered to be fascinating               

by many, but repulsive to others, due to the use of the inside of what appears to be                  

human-like, oozing out of the body - even though it is a chair. In a survey 51% of the                   

study group, indicated that they thought that the act of something leaving the body              
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made them feel more repulsed than just inner or outer anatomy. See Appendix [A.2].              

This supports the idea that Hui’s artwork may repulse viewers at first glance, but the               

fact that the object is a chair and not the human form, this presents an unfamiliar                

aspect regarding the body which may capture the viewer's attention. Although Visual            

Temperature (2009) gives an impression of soft flesh, the chair is made using resin              

and fiberglass, once this fact is known to the viewer, this may change the way the                

viewer perceives the artwork, as the viewer then knows the chair is hard and firm,               

removing the sense of human likeness a little; which may then remove the sense of               

grotesque the viewer may feel. However, like Scalin’s Anatomy of War (2015), these             

works, although very literal, they present a shock factor, they are also metaphors for              

the effects of war and of human rights. 

“One could muse on the viciousness of war and the violent deaths of its              
victims, and the gory details of “No. 1” helps to visualize that literal aspect. Or               
if read metaphorically, perhaps the vicious cut represents the emotional and           
intellectual damage that human rights abuse can cause”  (AACD, 2014). 

Although this work has a political concept behind it, the piece itself has             

disturbed many critics. “Cao Hui has created incredibly realistic and grotesque           

sculptures that will make you look twice and wish you wake up soon” (Toombes,              

2016). The aversion some people may experience to this piece may be due to the               

organs spilling out of it. The act of something (usually fluids) coming out of the body,                

is a common thing many people try to avoid looking at, or being close to. The human                 

body contains many different fluids, that are vital for survival. When one of these              

fluids exits the body, people can become repulsed by it, even though seconds before              

they were inside; the thought of putting these fluids back inside is “unthinkable”             

(Gallagher, 2016). Why is this? One of the reasons for this, could be due to the                
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advancements in hygiene and the prevention of transmitting diseases (Roxby, 2011).           

Similarly, Dr. Martin M. Antony, believes;  

“...the grossed out response to our various secretions is the result of a series              
of learned responses we picked up during our evolution, as an innate            
defensive mechanism to ensure our safety and survival. Essentially, it’s all           
part of your body’s way of avoiding sickness” (cited in Gallagher, 2016). 

This suggests that once a bodily fluid has left the body, it is now at risk of                 

attracting bacteria and becoming infected, so avoiding it has become a learned            

evolutionary survival tactic. However, during childhood, humans are quite curious          

about the human form and its processes, for example children might examine their             

nasal mucus on their finger and may become inquisitive about it by asking questions              

such as “where does it comes from?” or “what’s its purpose?” Yet, as adults, humans               

are often repulsed at the mere thought of nasal mucus (See Appendix) [A.3]. This              

suggests that children have learnt to be repulsed by certain acts of the body, by               

learning from adults.  
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Chapter 4 

The action of repulsion can be considered as either a reflex or learned             

behaviour; this human response can inform the question: Why do humans feel            

compelled to look at artworks that are disturbing or unsettling? One theory is that it               

brings the viewer a sense of satisfaction, in that it is not affecting them. When the                

viewer takes pleasure from an act of misfortune, usually another person’s           

misfortune, this concept can be referred to as ‘Schadenfreude’, which can be            

translated into English from the amalgamation of the German words ‘schaden’,           

meaning harm and ‘freude’ meaning joy (dictionary.com, 2017). Another theory as to            

why humans may appreciate looking at these unsettling bodily processes, may be            

due to the sense of relief it brings to the viewer. Particularly with pimple popping               

videos, as they allow the viewer to observe a build up, then tension, and then a                

release. To some viewers, it can be a form of catharsis. (Parkinson, 2015) In an               

online questionnaire (See Appendix) [A.3] 50% say they enjoy the act of pimple             

popping and 60% of people from the same questionnaire say they enjoy looking at              

someone peeling scabs off their skin. Why is it that some people find certain              

unsettling acts of the body, satisfying? While others find it repulsive? Artist Natalie             

Ramus (Fig 10) explores this phenomenon by using her body to create the work              

Hand Stitched (2015). Ramus stitched hair in to the top layer of the epidermis on the                

palm of her hand, to investigate her body in the same way that children explore their                

bodies. Ramus explains in her artist's statement that it became a meditative act             

where time altered, as she stitched into her hand (Ramus, N. 2015). Ramus explains              

in an interview Natalie Ramus (2017) (See Appendix) [A.1] that people claimed she             
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was self harming to make this piece of work, however, she goes on to explain that                

piercing the skin isn’t always an act of self harm, as people get tattoos and piercings.                

When children explore the body and break their skin in this way, it is to test the                 

strength of their skin, as they are curious about their body. This is what Ramus was                

trying to explore, by bringing this act into adulthood, it changes the context in the               

way it is read. Learnt social rules as an adult play a role in how the work is perceived                   

(Ramus, 2017).  

 

Figure 10:  Natalie Ramus, Hand Stitched. (2015)  

Why have people become embarrassed of their bodily functions? In an           

interview with Natalie Ramus (2017) (See Appendix) [A.1]. Ramus argues that this            

type of disregard of our bodily functions is due to avoiding the fact that humans have                

disgusting aspects about them. Humans often try to present themselves as a perfect             

version of themselves, and when they are faced with an aspect that is unsightly, they               
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try to deny it. Ramus thinks the reason behind this non acceptance for the disgusting               

parts of themselves is that people do not want to admit that they are growing older.                

People have become “detached” from the idea of their own death, when faced with a               

physical reminder that humans are fragile, that we can be vulnerable, especially if             

the physical reminder is unsightly, people have become embarrassed of these           

certain aspects. Humans all share this same feature, humans are kind of disgusting             

and are not perfect, we shed and decay as we grow older and although people are                

aware of this, they try to deny it by hiding, cleaning and forgetting about these               

actions as quick as possible, instead of investigating them. Distancing themselves           

from the idea of their own death, instead of coming to terms with it (Ramus, 2017). 

There are certain acts of the body that are considered more repulsive than             

others. In a study of 126 people taking an online questionnaire, things that come              

from the inside of the body that evacuates the body, such as ear wax or nasal                

mucus, are considered to be the most repulsive aspects of the human body. 83.9%              

of participants from the study, found image number 2 to be the most repulsive (See               

Appendix) [A.2]. While the inner anatomy such as the lungs or the brain, were the               

most interesting to those in the study, 70.5% of the participants rated image number              

8 as appealing. The outer body parts were rated on a likert scale as 43% as                

indifferent, towards the imagery, however image 6 (See Appendix) [A.2]. although an            

outer body part, it had parts peeling away, which changed the participants felt. This              

supports what Ramus argues, and indicates that people see the act of shedding and              

peeling away from the body, as an act of decay. However an anonymous person              

from the study claimed;  
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“although this really grosses me out, it’s also makes me feel kinda hipocritical             
[sic.]. My fingers sometimes look like this, maybe not as bad, but it doesn’t              
gross me out when it's my own. Its weird how someone else’s fingers peeling              
make me cringe!”   (Anonymous, 2017). 

Although there are some people who are on the opposite side and are not              

disturbed by any bodily processes, they accept that the grotesque parts are just as              

much a part of being human as the beautiful parts. They are reminders that people               

are alive and healthy. When one denies certain bodily processes and acts, this could              

be seen as unhealthy. Becoming ignorant of the body could be one of the reasons               

why people feel disconnected from themselves as they are not embracing all that             

they are. Carl Jung believed that this is where certain mental health issues manifest,              

where there is conflict in the mind. 

“Jung thinks that mental health arises from Concord between the darkness           
and the light. As long as we continue to demonize our morbid tendencies, we              
are only half a person, unnatural, out of whack, like day with no night, up               
without down. We become whole, healthy, harmonized, only when we          
acknowledge our innate addiction to the macabre. We must welcome it into            
our consciousness and embrace it. Then, almost as if by miracle, what earlier             
seemed simple destruction, becomes necessary to life” (Wilson, 2013 : 43). 

 
Artists that are presenting disturbing artworks, can be considered as          

challenging people’s perceptions and preconceived notions, of what is acceptable,          

question social rules and taboos. Artworks that present an immediate visual           

stimulus, or ‘shock factor’ (such as the gore in Visual Temperature (2009) by Cao              

Hui (fig.9)) act as an enticement to other underlying themes, such as political             

commentary, social protocols and controversial topics. This allows for the viewer to            

become stimulated in a way that is not just reacting to a work because it is skillful or                  
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aesthetically pleasing. However, there are artists that use shock factor and visual            

illusion to confuse the viewer’s perception of the artwork before them. 
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Chapter 5 

Faces convey a wealth of information that we use to guide our social             
interactions. As adults, we swiftly extract information about identity, gender,          
ethnicity, age, and emotional state from faces. The ability to ‘read’ this            
information from faces is a crucial component of person perception and           
requires sensitivity to very subtle differences between highly similar visual          
patterns (Jefferey and Rhodes, 2011).  

Humans from early childhood have the ability to recognise another human           

being, most particularly their mother, and throughout adulthood, people can          

remember up to 10,000 faces. (Radford, 2004). This suggests there is an            

evolutionary advantage to remembering and recognising other humans; this ability          

aids the development of forming social networks from as early as a few months old               

so that babies can recognise who is a part of their social group to take care of them                  

during this stage of development (Libertus, Landa, and Haworth. 2017). The ability to             

recognise other people  

It could also be way to for the brain remember who is a friend and who is an                   

enemy. The ability to recognise humans in general as opposed to exclusively their             

faces can be an evolutionary advantage to distinguishing humans from other animals            

there for anticipating potential threats. The concept of the ‘uncanny valley’ first            

hypothesized by Masahiro Mori in 1970 (Lay, 2015) suggests that objects and living             

things that possess human like characteristics, but are obviously not human, become            

more likeable to a person until it hits a certain level of human appearance. When an                

object hits this certain amount of human likeness, but however has not quite             

achieved complete realism, it then starts to elicit feelings of eeriness, ambiguity and             

uncertainty from the viewer, until it reaches another point in human likeness where it              
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becomes so close to human realism, it’s difficult to distinguish it from a real human.  

 

Figure 11: Science Direct, Graphical abstract (2016).  

The uncanny valley suggests that humans become hyper aware of the fact            

that an object or entity is trying to impersonate a human. The viewer may feel               

disturbed by it and want to distance themselves from the entity (Lay, 2015). This              

could be a survival tactic, where the brain perceives the object that is human in               

likeness, yet there is something not quite right about it, there becomes conflict in the               

mind as to weather or not this object is a threat or not. There can be a fascination                  

with the object and it may present a drive to want to investigate the object further as                 

there is clearly a human element to it, but due to the awareness that it is mimicking a                  

human, there arises an alarming sensation that something is wrong and a need to              

become distant. This feeling is present when observing certain films such as Robert             

Zemeckis’ The Polar Express (2004), and in robotics such as with Nanyang            

Technological University’s Nadine the Robot (c.2015). It is also present in certain            

artworks, most notably sculptures that focus on hyper realism. Artists such as Ron             

Mueck and Evan Penny, both work with hyper realism in their artworks, where they              

invoke fascination from the viewer. The amount of attention to detail makes these             
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incredible sculptures so realistic, both artists use scale to confuse the viewer, as well              

as imperfections such as freckles and spots.  

Figure 12: Ron Mueck, Dead Dad (1996) 

Mueck’s Dead Dad (1996) is made using silicone and acrylic paint. There is an              

incredible amount of detail in Dead Dad, the colour of the skin is very pale and faded                 

to present a feeling to the viewer that he is dead, and the positioning of body                

indicates a certain stillness often associated with being a sleep or with death.             

However there remains a feeling of wanting to protect the sculpture and to care for it                

because of its scale, people often want to protect something that is vulnerable like              

children, and the scale of Dead Dad presents the viewer with this conflict. Although              

Mueck did not have a very close relationship with his father (withrefdeath, 2015) this              

piece indicates that Mueck felt something quite strong when his father died. Dead             

Dad is the only one of Mueck’s works that uses his own hair in his work, suggesting                 

that Mueck wanted a stronger connection to his father.  

The sculpture is usually presented on a large white plinth low to the ground.              

This invites the viewer to crouch down to the same level to investigate the work.               
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When the sculpture is closely observed, the viewer is presented with an unsettling             

feeling, due to the hyper realistic detail, the knowledge that Dead Dad is in fact a                

sculpture and not a real human, brings the viewer into feeling the affects of the               

uncanny valley. In Mueck's other works he often experiments with scale to add             

another dimension to the uncanny that confuses the viewer’s perception, however for            

Dead Dad, there is an element of sadness because of this distortion; 

“I loved Mueck's Dead Dad because it made me think as well as feel. It made                
me realise that part of the sadness of losing your father is due to the               
realisation that he was not an invincible superhero but humanly vulnerable. I            
don't think it evoked this reaction because it was ultra-realist, but because of             
the deliberate distortions in scale and presentation” (Michaelson cited in The           
Guardian, 2014).  

 

The hyper realism presented in Mueck’s work is a result of all the time              

consuming tasks it took for his work to come alive. One of those tasks as mentioned                

earlier is the use of punching individual hairs into these silicone sculptures. The             

addition of hair in this way, makes these sculptures really come to life. Artist Evan               

Penny also works in this same way, where the addition of hair allows for his work to                 

seem much more animated than if they did not have hair.  
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Figure 13: Evan Penny, Old self: Portrait of the Artist as He Will (Not) Be (2011)  

Old Self (2011) by Evan Penny (Fig. 13) presents the artist as though he had aged                

dramatically. This sculpture is larger than a life size human being, which can present              

feelings of uncertainty and confusion from the viewer, because the amount of realism             

in the work is so close to a real human. From just images, as seen in Figure 13 on                   

the right, the sculpture looks like a real human being and not a sculpture, however               

when faced with the real sculpture face to face, there is a strange feeling presented               

in the viewer that is unsettling, as if the sculpture is about to come alive at any                 

moment. This feeling can be attributed to the uncanny valley, because although the             

sculpture looks completely human, with incredible amount of attention to detail, the            

fact that the sculpture is just a head and shoulders with not other body parts, not to                 

scale and is perfectly still and motionless the viewer can recognise that it is not a real                 

human. Yet there is a feeling of conflict within the viewer, how can something so               

realistically human, be a sculpture? This conflict could be the reason as to why the               

viewer feels a strange eerie, unsettling feeling. 
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Conclusion 

So why are artists and the viewer so interested in grotesque aspects of the              

human form within art? We are driven to seek out ways to keep ourselves alive,               

searching for knowledge to enhance our survival. Through investigating these types           

of grotesque artworks, we are in theory, searching for ways to avoid the danger to               

ourselves. We are also drawn to the excitement of these disturbing artworks, as they              

provide us with a way to investigate the gruesome, that is not often acceptable to               

investigate otherwise. The role of the artist when commenting on the human form in              

a grotesque sense, is to allow the viewer to feel as though they have satisfied their                

‘shadow’ (Jung, cited in Wilson, 2013 : 43) As a byproduct of this, artists are also                

educating the public about their anatomy in new and exciting ways, that medical             

textbooks are not offering. For the artists discussed within this dissertation, the            

morbid becomes a way to attain the attraction of the viewer, to open a dialogue               

about topics that are challenging. As the morbid has become somewhat of a taboo              

for a lot of people; taboos are exciting because people avoid talking about them,              

making them into secrets, perhaps this is what makes the morbid appealing to some,              

as people can then feel as though they are discovering knowledge others may not              

know about.  

In privacy, we gawk, explore and investigate the unsightly aspects of           

ourselves because it gives us satisfaction. Yet, we try to present ourselves as a              

perfect version of ourselves to the public, why is this? I think it is due to learnt                 

behaviour from others, potentially the media’s influence. We are taught from a young             

age to be embarrassed of the unsightly or grotesque parts of the human body,              
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though how would we know if we are healthy if we do not know what unhealthy is?                 

How would we know what is beautiful if we did not know what disgusting was to                

compare it to? Affliction can reveal what is most sacred in our lives, essential to our                

joy. Water, Emily Dickinson writes, is "taught by thirst"” (Wilson, 2011). 

From this research, I have concluded that there does seem to be a line where               

people start to become less curious about the human form, and that is when certain               

things from the inside of the human body evacuates the body. Whether that is              

human organs or bodily fluids, through a real human or through art, due to the               

concept that when something exits the body it is heavily associated with disease or              

injury, or that something is not right, people want to become distant from it, to ensure                

our own health is intact by removing ourselves from the danger.  

I have used this research to inform my own practice, to decide where my              

boundaries lay within curiosity, rather than shock, horror or gore. My work this year              

has involved distorting outer body parts in a way that intrigues the viewer to engage               

and to interact with my work. I envisage my future works to incorporate fun and               

interaction while having an educational element similar to the artists discussed within            

this dissertation.  
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Appendix  

[A.1] Email with Natalie Ramus 

Chelsea Morgan <chelsea.martine.morgan@gmail.com> to Natalie Ramus 

<info@natalieramus.com>  

Hi Natalie, 

That's alright no worries, and thank you, I won't bombard you with too many questions at 

once, so I'll start off with two questions for now, about your work specifically, if that's okay? I 

don't want to influence your answer at all but if you want me to expand on what I'm trying to 

ask in any of the questions I can. 

1. In your artist statement for “Tracing the Liminal” referring to stains and marks that our 

bodies make, you mention “Despite the fact that all our bodies function in the same 

way, we attempt to disguise, clean, remove or deny them” Why do you think people 

feel the need to do this? What do you think influences people to feel like they have to 

do these things?  

2. Your “Hand Stitched” piece is very interesting, and in your artist statement for this 

work you state “As children we often explore the materiality of the body; picking at 

scabs, printing the patterns of a grazed knee on a tissue, even wrapping elastic 

bands around fingers and watching them turn blue.” Why do you think children do 

this to begin with? Why do you think people feel the need to stop exploring their 

bodies in this way as we get older?  

Hope you're well and look forward to hearing your thoughts on this. 
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Kind regards, Chelsea 

Natalie Ramus <info@natalieramus.com> to Chelsea Morgan 

<chelsea.martine.morgan@gmail.com>  

Dear Chelsea, 

I have had a think about your questions...I could have written a dissertation myself about 

these points (!!), but here are some thoughts. Please do feel free to ask if you want me to go 

into more detail or if you have questions etc. 

1. I think the reasons for the denial of our bodily functions are complex. We seem to value a 

neat, tidy, managed and maintained body that resists natural processes. The saying, 

cleanliness is next to godliness comes to mind- it puts an emphasis on the desire for a body 

that is more than human - godly even! For me this makes me think about how we are almost 

denying our own mortality. We are avoiding the fact that our bodies are dying, shedding and 

degrading all the time because we can't face up to the fact that we will all die. Our death, and 

our bodies in death (and after) is something that we have no control over. Whilst people 

continue to reverse ageing and preserve their bodies - ultimately nature will always win, 

(unless you are rich enough to fund cryogenic freezing à la Walt Disney!). Blood will spill, we 

will sweat, pus will form and lesions will leak. These things are inevitable. We all shit, piss 

and vomit. This is inevitable - yet people attempt to deny it, hide it and claim that these 

repulsive actions and processes can even smell of roses! We all have the ability to be 

repulsive - we are all at time repulsed by our own bodies - but ironically it is these processes 

of bleeding, shitting and pissing that prove that we are alive; living, functioning bodies.  
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On another note - I believe that this denial of bodily functions is learnt during childhood. 

Whilst we are all taught to be clean and tidy - women are expected to be more contained 

and more neat than men. The scent of sweat on a man is symbolic of 'hard work' yet the 

scent of sweat on a woman would be reason to criticise. This, to me, is an example of the 

female body controlled and contained within a patriarchic [sic] society. We hide our periods, 

we shave our legs, we give birth on neat white bed sheets away from society. The endless 

pursuit of youth is never ending and a trap of control. Life and living is not a neat clean 

business - and our bodies marks, stains and seeping is it's way of communicating to us. To 

deny them is to stop listening to our bodies. And when we stop listening to our bodies we 

become more detached.  

 

2. I think children have an innately inquisitive mind. They are researchers! They are always 

seeking out information trying to understand the world around them, and this is the same for 

the bodies they inhabit. As artists we base our practice on research; on a questioning and 

wondering - what would happen if...? It is this type of questioning that children do naturally! 

Picasso was right when he said that children were artists and that we try to remember how 

to do it as adults! So... going back to my point, I think that children explore their bodies in a 

physical way because they are inquisitive and because their bodies are very much a part of 

their experience of the world. As they grow they are taught what is and isn't appropriate, and 

exploring their bodies in that way is not perceived to be acceptable. Again, it goes back to 

control. We must behave in an appropriate, controlled way that is acceptable to others. The 

opinion of the 'other' is valued over the opinion of the self. If we deviate from this it unsettles 

people - for example, so many people perceived Hand Stitched to be self harm! But to break 

skin is not always just an act of self harm. Take body piercing and tattooing for example. 

When a child pushes a sewing needle through the top layer of skin it is not to cause harm to 
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ones self [sic] - it is to test the strength of the skin, to see if it can hold - it is an action in 

response to a 'what would happen if...' question. As we grow value is put into intellect, and 

so as we become more driven by the mind we become more detached from the body. If we 

spent more time experiencing our physicality the body would be less of a separate entity; 

something that we connect to rather than reject, criticise or attempt to control.  

I hope I have made sense and that I haven't rambled on too much!! Would love to know how 

you will use my answers, will they be referred to in your dissertation? Hope the research is 

going well. I remember only too well how much of a difficult time it can be, but it really is 

worth the hard work! Anyway, hope you are well. 

Kind regards,  

Natalie x 
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[A.2] Chelsea Morgan Dissertation research PART 1 
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